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On today's podcast episode, we discuss what Amazon has planned for its thirties, the all-AI ad

that sparked a debate about the future of marketing, why customer experience is historically

low, the most impactful AR feature in retail, what animal can fly backwards, and more. Tune in

to the discussion with our vice president of content Suzy Davidkhanian and analysts Sara

Marzano and Carina Perkins.

Subscribe to the “Behind the Numbers” podcast on Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Pandora,

Stitcher, YouTube, Podbean or wherever you listen to podcasts. Follow us on Instagram.

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/behind-the-numbers-an-emarketer-podcast/id1113097936
https://open.spotify.com/show/7C9j1qi6NI4Uct9gWfFdxk?si=31c6ee3a5e0a4b7f
https://pandora.app.link/eqLsEa15dJb
https://youtube.com/@emarketerinc
https://www.instagram.com/insiderintelligence/
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Episode Transcript:

Marcus Johnson (00:00):

eMarketer is your trusted partner for actionable data and insights on marketing, advertising,

commerce, and more. But did you know eMarketer also has a division focused on B2B media

solutions? You could partner with eMarketer today and connect your brand messaging with

our powerful audiences. Visit emarketer.com/advertise to learn more.

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/bGEjuluX4Ow6rWxsuXoUsOUxANQB5TzG3i_qsZUbUW3GTBufcL95MagQpSoJ6dzlxSqiZdTj7lVlDNhw3HQ2HMiAChc?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=0.63
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(00:20):

Hello, everyone, and thanks for hanging out with us for the Behind the Numbers Weekly Listen,

an eMarketer podcast. No video today, but we will have video for you next week for the

Weekly Listen. But this is still the Friday show that was just told it can borrow Carina's horse so

I can compete in show jumping. Right, Carina?

Carina Perkins (00:38):

Sure.

Suzy Davidkhanian (00:39):

I mean.

Marcus Johnson (00:39):

I feel ready.

Suzy Davidkhanian (00:41):

That was a stretch.

Marcus Johnson (00:42):

Does it matter if I've not ridden before?

Carina Perkins (00:44):

I don't know. I'd be willing to lend him to you if I can watch.

Marcus Johnson (00:47):

Really?

Carina Perkins (00:47):

Yeah, if I can watch.

Marcus Johnson (00:49):

Watch me die?

Carina Perkins (00:50):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/FrZWqBGMQlyFoX5D06o6MgJdzMg-Hzl4-7A4yAL9jgo0AqomLSecaYCJ1x3kfv2VbWj2ElHK19z2g8Ar5el6nviV_L8?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=20.85
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/50jOfp1DsnyQmSZ3nZ6Y1LnjaexLJzAHY9pZYM4VOp5yy9oyTvLDEzRMjFWGuGauiMkInzIr_nLZ0vkalyyXV8RVCuk?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=38.82
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/mA2lNJHVlnxEC9xOemOzNqU4YpsFIgTbztctfGhf-uORsup-29qpf6PI6kF80MAB3-_beM2aaAaznFVRuj3s9VmOVYI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=39.09
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/OgKGKm5oQNnYY_G6oenurUPZdRI8foXlNjJffXGFodXzKTpR41LqlFHzKtaJnO9_wzfQ2M1AfCb9RTUVqyeEVJwOx6M?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=39.78
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/lcCqcsyDlA6dI6NGBj8MkEg4aYyWwQxwdZl1u9ZI_IRJfIAzaJnK27dhb5AF8Gv5zm93HHS_vsn2gHRyxQEmOq9_868?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=41.1
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/pKlr9_9vrG6oiZsmceMyevaq9rIHIPLkYRDWIrjJagszj_mHj8Vor2A4mX3Ga6BC3NkBCgypYPApVzSL7yvL5At2D88?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=42.72
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/0XCPEKw0_8uvugSzLIqI5KhAiju4O_qUbVGotDMajnnmM0refH8gJ1TdZe1fSetvAF-EQ-zYYCi3xTHRpLdOZlM9nmA?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=44.309999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/8L0LqHvudyB2DGe4OkHevbfx3xPVhh7ExZEKTkprrIM-ZbPjHvArNplVViRwwPtjRfQJbVP1JghQEh7vPsfpG_p7olA?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=47.22
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/7rXlobSzU51N2GPx8nz9ehPDDQbMLU-C2XzWiV7QFP3jLRO8F-tT4sYKXwgkSFgrNB1G94-lcJSx9Wus3MjXoMJeEcI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=47.82
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/eJWwb6wZV8aX6sCPWdw2r9Mg26t9kYT_fYZfOi9_flGYN7FEvxAzO9CyFEHOvULwEwiekdLlKY7KjqDnKEh7HscZIa4?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=49.23
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/C1umkSoYUzN3BAgDQWLu6CRq268ELW5uWEkuEciuaPeCJjwlfRyBOrmBeUPsEB_NHt_3ERBnyP1sIlZPerQSEG3vYGY?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=50.37
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Yeah.

Marcus Johnson (00:52):

That's probably what would happen. I'm your host, Marcus Johnson. In today's show, what's

next for Amazon as it turns 30?

Suzy Davidkhanian (00:58):

It is very clear that they're trying to break down some of those silos. And so on the back end,

whether it's with AI or whether it's through retail media, they have so much data around what

people are doing.

Marcus Johnson (01:10):

All-AI ad from Toys "R" Us elicits some controversy.

Sarah Marzano (01:14):

I think the technology must improve in order for it to work, but I think it will and I think there

is, for marketers, a lot of exciting potential.

Marcus Johnson (01:23):

Why is customer experience at an all-time low?

Carina Perkins (01:27):

Having to pay more for something that's not better than it was previously, I think that's really

frustrating people. And has value become a real obsession, and I think a lot of people don't

think they're getting good value.

Marcus Johnson (01:36):

Walmart experiments with AR, and what animal can fly backwards. Joining me for this

episode, we have three people. Let's meet them. We start with our principal analyst, who

covers everything retail media. Based in New York City, it's Sarah Marzano.

Sarah Marzano (01:59):

Hi, Marcus.

Marcus Johnson (02:00):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/JW6HxW0bTd52qNXBZWgjGdaFt8A2sJV-W5RQ7kJUR2IHvIgCZ95Jm2F5y11wdBAIPAEj9GHkVQVzacF8iGbhhxFMZzI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=52.23
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/fTbNm6kdMmGcVjHl2XegXQR9JsO8pkZAo9Vy0N5rI1fOl-oDYZeVh4hcc2rXq3ZfpbociPmu1Eox09TwyF855dISZPk?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=58.59
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/67CgebAsxEmtc7ldTs_gGwO7aYD60ab4AYhgc9psyjbWVfFwruUQo3GPivNtdyqzJJZDQ3kiiLtgwUpIJzgoolX211k?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=70.139999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/__CkBb0SV6_OEcd24T3Grtv32l0MkdJzckGH3U944_0UP9hs0UkP8HGgM9I7zNmGM4XCtLZhscFX02auw35CcJhiFeg?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=74.79
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/EKlAEYS7ubJdgYuQwsycs_3HGKGFrVDrUeuceXXGdlZt26fPGvT4dkg0_QbeoWoi1AjTO1KLadfThXxZPcox5Yhl-7g?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=83.7899999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/WTv39eHkY5h_KrVemL_Ia_hpjTv1ULqW8Wai7XCv9JQR_VjEhgEQRK7VAxi4tu02TwP-lF0CFH10seNaJyISL6Yk7XI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=87.03
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/tVusPCc96obid7eZSyL6xc8JnxIad159qzFzm43VN9sAZwniBAZZtxvvhyL3oBKnyY_A7Joup7RELHupvFJeswCUdUU?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=96.63
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/pl9xcfYvI07X0TM6G02eTmodfw-6htpYilHDagL3txq3WgzT4hP_cSCX0qgCszKm3Uj6y-WLZPtjIlSgOuJF6llsl5k?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=119.849999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/JIFK0dU_7OZH7hhbq-Wk_SaaXXzNCgkPliUYPaB3trOEYOq2dT0jXZFst7fNa3fFHa6jf5eJ1V_91c5hX_VDyE9FWfY?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=120.599999
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Hello there. Well, that was a bit subdued. What's wrong?

Sarah Marzano (02:04):

Victoria asked me the same thing.

Marcus Johnson (02:05):

You sound mad with me. Why do you sound angry? Thanks, Marcus. Yeah. [inaudible

00:02:09].

Sarah Marzano (02:09):

So I want you to remember who I am.

Marcus Johnson (02:11):

Oh, because I forgot where you... Okay.

Sarah Marzano (02:11):

Yep. Mm-hmm.

Marcus Johnson (02:13):

I forgot where Sarah lived, and she's sulking now apparently.

Sarah Marzano (02:16):

I'm holding a grudge.

Marcus Johnson (02:18):

The whole episode.

Suzy Davidkhanian (02:18):

Guys, I think I'm going to win today.

Sarah Marzano (02:20):

I just know I'm making him feel so bad that I need to win.

Marcus Johnson (02:22):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/lePqosYm9ETA485E5OxGO8aurnI-l0cXJeykkZZWYMVTYAfKLekiMi9XYPp0yd5GILdRHa1j832NCwqKz8UmH7s6ZVA?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=124.559999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/paaFF6rO9ceWRv170Z5cM-XKTRRu8kdFCt2Nh7cooadTK9AohqWMyBtslrz1ZtJGGHBZvvbmsF9AuhLmtex9yrvl4Vk?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=125.67
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/LvMib72o6ieUhCPC7mX4bnf48q5QI58CET6FzD0ccOcUf1UE1xYq1jFU9G_BHmC--oUJSduNwC65H2VsCIzpvvA-r-M?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=129.09
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/j22aSWXegs39NTPttgWOavoMYFitWZwv-FPsk-V5qTP7MGtRHyVSmP884NJHGeSS7WJ3ylpCKMgvxy7LJDcwNoRuWbo?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=131.34
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/wlqTF8W9uyZT2cwVOPBsGyPuYs93z1hTAlhKQx2PnxvEyCYrQyOuRuclSJFBKJQb_YgBtl6iwjH_GD3GNNV-St3-TaE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=131.52
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/8G6VHDKJMzFlC_aA0pJt2ePLYy66SkHclXEQlhOjrVVlWkFJluzWan_Cu42Wf5rYQuMddwiZwTd4HuHBa7t1ROgOe40?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=133.2
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/zKKCWyy_6XKFmgGmZlxkTcPxxhXg7M_siljMH5VVAWePsP17ek7y98u2PPB8uJyy__pmy0NMv1j6pY8aztEkhR99C1Q?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=136.2
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/REHr6N6plSWxUh1Ct7Hg_oFuJPOWAXC9KNdD3F3ydXF_03nvqFkw39bt7PO70HsYwnGMR-niyWqmsOfZegON72p_b74?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=138.509999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/tJIG17MxbnjV1uarJhYu93EPpP8fw0LuE9iZ0pwgtiJFkzuqXLa75VDdopqLfsAZEoCuIKPMruSI9Xe-AvYn4Ti1mP0?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=138.839999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/E7bGlwe9I9CetXTPH1cVQUXX0IHQo3qTRvNudryffm1jsDwvrdYzGXrwh5FXO8FjgRnmjiSyeTIWOaX7k0Iym2rQdoI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=140.61
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/HVyfUWpNCiEWkacDOzl2Did0rnLQobzWP6Mp0y1kQF7-UaUkAP8Ay1WQPiDEIKEewZ6ynwAd0w359ag0-_URtUfzDSY?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=142.769999
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Yeah, it's not going to work.

Suzy Davidkhanian (02:22):

Oh, I don't know. That has the opposite e�ect. Yeah.

Sarah Marzano (02:24):

It's a bad strategy?

Suzy Davidkhanian (02:24):

Uh-huh.

Marcus Johnson (02:26):

Can no one win? Probably. We're also joined by someone who also might not win. It's Suzy

Davidkhanian, our vice president of content. Heads up our retail and e-commerce desk. She's

also based in the city. Hello.

Suzy Davidkhanian (02:38):

Hi.

Marcus Johnson (02:39):

Oh, good. You too.

Suzy Davidkhanian (02:39):

Was that a good one?

Marcus Johnson (02:42):

I'm fine [inaudible 00:02:42].

Suzy Davidkhanian (02:42):

That was really hard.

Sarah Marzano (02:42):

You put so much e�ort into that.

Suzy Davidkhanian (02:42):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/ES6Y3uc0mPPPo0dX-ISAGWyXbuG8qvgodAO43mNSE9hZz8X6UKzBhuSD7t7d_PZTldNVnkY_c85jV_Z5gGyyHU-dZdE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=142.979999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/TJ5PnqtgKbqaqil7yPo_imf8QzvW7OtVsWhkACQS64sS45Ao1syOQZH9W-pGhXMqbWBDPWbJeGjMZfn4eR_O13xTMhI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=144.809999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/TkSuSi-5y_kHHBsTfBHaxanvP0tdwLNAFFEwY8iK8RZXHKSgDxmKUWvPehP7polSDbYOlB_ay8WoG274kIK8Vx7wvrA?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=144.929999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/_mfeG5tUclCL2kggnz9e6MnMJYpOY68XOLMwfQBa4qcX3Ce17r0UQjJZsBHZrhFogXj76kwARHQR0rInCv9_Yk6qr24?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=146.37
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/2pwHffRwAaCbuBovN_lJtsJ9KpirA5rG5ixtBKcgx_HdP1wc_R3iOjblffzhlPI9qb8tX11vIWKk_h8YcCGPsQm1b6U?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=158.28
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/jYidZ0I7WI_vEGvv4-k6-QlWooP78gW9Xn5Ngtvx2ds2HZANI28REyG9oe_YZE6-1De0lEYxTYGW2DB364tzjUUtSI4?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=159.54
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/PW76hBJ5O9E3V-3uMAzDjj1uagtJq1ZWGN-2KRBnMMmJs7cPcHfG53Js1hc5v-qxzhNXiCK6l2CncJbmDNh-YoAOaM4?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=159.57
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/KgqlKxR8LNV-Iqd2uDVD_boNls7AkNFo6uEYX3gHkridHbbbgtA6bx50hzykauj4sNXJMXgvAQCkUZqXHnrq4btaGaY?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=162
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/jvSHZ-a9GWS8rg-dULwczx9GAPQvG68De-tx_pmHmwVRjtgoITCU9-xx5KMzmbo_Uxtedwyt5ttvZCR1tbQ5Dixetw0?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=162
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/rm1kD_RqYQTHY9xiKthKieZ3Pfly8dcG22MoQ8MMi_QhnZXH30ee8J0Ui_nNSNO4VNvYqqUS-TO4Dr7ezbz4ovlhF-g?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=162
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/_lLgSstt17XHmlaXfMX182Mkue9upOGWX01D4gAtSn9BaxTkD9XvUwZRwdOr3acilqcSeyQIjMr3wJXh4fBrozCTnGo?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=162
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It was really hard.

Marcus Johnson (02:46):

And finally, we have someone who covers retail for us based in the UK. Covers a bit of Western

Europe as well. She's on the south coast of England. Our senior analyst, Carina Perkins.

Carina Perkins (02:56):

Hi, Marcus.

Marcus Johnson (02:57):

Hello. Hello there. That was so fake.

Carina Perkins (03:01):

Every time I say hello, you accuse me of being-

Marcus Johnson (03:04):

Yeah, just I know.

Carina Perkins (03:05):

Sounding like I'm being sarcastic. So I try and put a bit of enthusiasm into it, and now you tell

me that I sound fake.

Marcus Johnson (03:10):

Just do it normal.

Carina Perkins (03:12):

I'm trying to do it normal.

Marcus Johnson (03:13):

All right. Really?

Carina Perkins (03:14):

Okay. Yeah.

Marcus Johnson (03:15):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/ODIoanmcw-aM6Nm44yNjVJNl9NN4zWJwbWhqDf4Gi5h_gbuOKs3un8kn3dglxUBjCldIjDdQw9-d-SF0a__Gt4UuWus?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=166.95
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/NZA173_W89q2E_wnPimHciCGe2xae9fw_TNmjR-tpgRUwzWsUkq6SLIfw770OgJ3V3f4Ux61P2HVMz1R3UQ8HiyUhqA?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=176.429999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/seyi7QtBYM5qGKxZYLjUpD5VZ-tsBpsp6T8k3Ivzmva2dVszRa7X8-ypSwm-HmFCOMANrANpSafrGjyfvwgJt1FE96w?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=177.389999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/CJ972IIwToXm0-w3feE8n1oUtIMlPAf-5uSxNsSSxhBL9hEvjSqpSoOoOS9m_-kR6q9kaYO5S8hfvQq9fPuVg58IdiY?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=181.35
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/BVIC-yaRiQNrlxEN-FObo_NKOVX99kITEy62NqwTsgquf98bbUD1-HLaNrfMA1LOJab6_wadtDoFNt-E4RYgJvYnlE0?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=184.35
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/oNCX5GEuDQVQcSiBUlNPOUxiDpgsycYI0YUFqk25SoIzsHnXieiQkaSAXoA2dLWq_ie4DbEW6H1qtGeppmxwR9wJsJo?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=185.37
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/rzkU67eyScAHTZeBW2aFjPELdvTKEVe4DCtcw8ltC6Q4NSuYSZNQbLwx6IljivBI8EJsbhVt0OPzY0XbN99Fede5AYM?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=190.08
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/nftlZ1ULLE42k1YG0w00TuWahBXRfr8piSxr8U3zozqN7FxabmMPu2JMjWYxmFMrZmaNVEelIYWxFzLbAiJCHFhpfhQ?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=192.27
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/na86cgS7hfI0o8-ygmEoCRBM2ADry96glOsgTd_HiGBZ1uN4a80jDsH4Hpc5uJBbLGZl9wJLYLPTYBwvpItiMHaZ2_E?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=193.53
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/C4lwePTRNKy0IhQWIB-HUSl2KkoFGOFxGEVGI5Necd87G6sbUCVZcRIk9lmAsNTVykPyQmis44aeRC7rNQmlqh6246g?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=194.429999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/UcZz1NV5Rwad-t3E9xXS1gXYye1oldOoi45YaN7ruxFeSr65hOpYndjD7Th72Oh525X3delQp8odG_fPEXUf4TtTaxI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=195.24
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We'll pretend like we're meeting. We're just going to hang out, all right?

Carina Perkins (03:17):

Okay.

Marcus Johnson (03:17):

So just [inaudible 00:03:18]. We're at the pub. Oh, Carina. Hey. How's it going?

Carina Perkins (03:20):

Yo, Marcus. What's up?

Marcus Johnson (03:21):

No. What? Yo?

Carina Perkins (03:22):

I'm... Yeah.

Marcus Johnson (03:22):

We'll just cut in someone else's voice.

Carina Perkins (03:22):

Sure.

Marcus Johnson (03:29):

[inaudible 00:03:29].

Sarah Marzano (03:31):

Now we all have performance anxiety because of the way our hellos have been critiqued.

Marcus Johnson (03:32):

As well you should. It's going to be a rough episode.

Sarah Marzano (03:34):

I don't see this getting better.

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/RFNp3AR2-XGOvTnhmt28f9hPruw05WEUNd-AFg2ASlP0Kgqd0tFFbpYGf4ljajjzip7o5LOPfiElkyjYZPX5P3SuYBI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=197.82
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/aQOc60pHJ8wQ_zo60qgii3rpW4gR1CrxvtgA-5lHWL7_wes1dEhtDLldbm7sncc-lObi2jkCEF66nnlykSefMPSnM28?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=197.91
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/Mf185pNbXdPuVwtoZdrW73in7v2QZkH2pZ-P6WSkbauDFXmi12gTZ7Wtk26nT8X_8ucz-GVZueRmzYP1lwMA_5sjycM?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=200.91
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/sv-fNd3AAMEji17qZtjHMT0AcRtnCf43csom_XGIMiQbG-L_0abns9R0ggvhDVPNB_fK4MB7STcsaS3B5_bT4wASZfc?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=201.99
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/_dKf8VF8176Kb9Fr77XycQNnbtM4M9WzJ6TiYqwYXXDZ-vevCY_5daF3g4OZFh9uC7bBHTBPHFzApCsViKwtLOYPNak?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=202.5
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Marcus Johnson (03:37):

They're the people in today's show. We've got a story of the week, a game, and we end with

some trivia. Let's do it. We start with the story of the week.

[NEW_PARAGRAPH]"What next for Amazon as it turns 30?" questions recent article from

The Economist. The online shopping, digital ad, and cloud computing giant just celebrated 30

years on this planet on July 5th, going from Seattle-based online bookseller in 1994 to one of

only five companies with a $2 trillion valuation. Today, amazon accounts for 40% of

everything that is bought online in America, according to us. They deliver more packages each

year than FedEx or UPS. They make a hundred billion dollars in profit each year just from

cloud computing, and they are the third largest digital ad player in the US, making more than

Microsoft, TikTok, Apple, LinkedIn, Hulu, Walmart, and Pinterest combined.

(04:36):

So what does Amazon have planned for its 30s, is the question. It does everything, it seems,

going from, I think they were saying the everything sites to the everything company. So Suzy,

I'll start with you. What's next? What can Amazon possibly have planned for its 30s? Should it

just retire? It feels like it's done it all.

Suzy Davidkhanian (04:52):

It's going to be really hard, I think, for them to think about how do you move into something

new and create newness in a place where there are a lot more players when you think about

how now they're referred to as a tech company. And so I'm not actually really sure what can

they do that is next and new and wow that someone else in that tech space isn't already

starting, but it'll definitely have to be in the tech space because they've really taken everything

from the retail online space and made it bigger and potentially better, depending on who you

ask. So I don't know.

(05:25):

I guess maybe if I was to answer your question more directly, they're going to have to focus

on stores, and you can see that with Saks Global. They have a little partnership with Saks

Global, so there might be an in there. And they've done partnerships with Kohl's that haven't

necessarily brought store footprints directly into place. They've closed a lot of concepts. So
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they haven't figured out that piece, I guess I would say. That's what's going to happen in their

30s.

Marcus Johnson (05:48):

That was actually my next question. As you were talking, I was going to ask you about the

stores piece, because they currently make... About 6% of their money comes from physical

store sales. So not a ton, but it's 20 billion a year, so it's not nothing.

(05:59):

And this was one of the issues The Economist pointed out, saying it's got three issues it's

going to face in its 30s: increasing competition in AI, we'll talk about that, onslaught from

antitrust regulators, that's another one, and then the third one but they had first was slowing

e-commerce. And they're basically saying online store sales grew 40% in 2020 for obvious

reasons. Last year it grew 5%, so a massive slowdown. The year before that, it was 1%. So it's

been single digits, low single digits for a couple of years now. And that's a problem because

that line item, online store sales, accounts for 40% of Amazon's money. So stores, maybe. I

mean, Carina, was stores your answer as well, or is there something else Amazon's focusing on

in its 30s for you?

Carina Perkins (06:43):

Stores wouldn't be my answer actually. I would say AI, the gen AI piece. I think they've

explicitly said that's going to be a big part of their strategy going forward. I think it's going to

be less about building that kind of consumer-facing applications, though, and more about

building the underlying AR models and selling them. So they've already got Amazon

Personalize, which enables retailers and other businesses to build recommendation engines

for gen AI-powered recommendations. So I think that's going to be quite a big focus for its

strategy.

(07:14):

And I think another one is going to be growth in emerging markets, because I think it is hitting

saturation in the west. We're seeing those retail sales slow down, so I think there's going to be

a bigger focus perhaps on some emerging markets. And we've already seen for Prime video,

it's commissioning local original shows. So I think that's going to be another focus for it going

forward.
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Marcus Johnson (07:34):

Mm-hmm. I think slowing down because we just can't... I mean, one of The Economist articles

reading for this was saying basically, the streets are just so clogged, you can't give things to

people faster than you already do. Enter drone deliveries. And will that give the market a

boost? Are people just tapped out in terms of how many things they can buy from Amazon?

Why is it struggling so much there?

Suzy Davidkhanian (07:53):

So it's not struggling.

Carina Perkins (07:55):

No.

Marcus Johnson (07:55):

Well, in terms of growth. In terms of growth. It's definitely not struggling, but 5% growth

2023, -1% the year before that. To try and reinvigorate that, is there a way to, or is it just the

law of large numbers like, "Nah, that's tapped out. They're going to have to focus on stores or

AI or other things"?

Sarah Marzano (08:13):

When I was thinking about this question, I annoyingly decided to stay in my lane and think

about it through the lens of retail media, but there's a lot of parallels with what we're talking

about. Because in online retail media, they're at three quarters of the market in terms of ad

spend. And I think once you get to a certain level of saturation, it's going to really become

about defending your share versus any sort of meaningful step change in growth.

[NEW_PARAGRAPH]And I think Amazon is going to turn its focus to new arenas where there

is market share to be had. But I think for retail media, that's going to look like leveraging the

scale they have and customer data and taking that o� site, and it's going to look at innovative

approaches to capturing some of the retail sales and activity that happen in physical stores.

And I think what's going to be interesting is that I don't think it's necessarily going to look like

opening a bunch of brick and mortar stores. They just made an announcement in partnership

with Stackline, where they are going to leverage data clean room capabilities to be able to

attribute customers who see an Amazon-powered advertisement, but then transact at a
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di�erent retailer so they can claim that influence whether or not the final transaction is made

at an Amazon. So they're well aware that the purchase funnel is nonlinear, and they're

positioning themselves to be able to take advantage of that.

Marcus Johnson (09:34):

Mm-hmm.

Suzy Davidkhanian (09:35):

And Marcus, you know what I would add to all of the answers is, I mean, we all know, and

that's why we did The Power of Amazon and we did it again, right, because everybody was

asking for an update on how all the di�erent divisions... And it's very clear that people at

Amazon who are working in Amazon don't know what all the di�erent divisions do. If they're-

Marcus Johnson (09:51):

This is our Power of Amazon reports that we put out.

Suzy Davidkhanian (09:54):

Oh, yes.

Marcus Johnson (09:54):

Yeah. Mm-hmm.

Suzy Davidkhanian (09:55):

Sorry. Yes, our Power of Amazon report. But it is very clear that they're trying to break down

some of those silos. And so on the backend, whether it's with AI or whether it's through retail

media, they have so much data around what people are doing in di�erent parts, whether it's

reading, watching TVs, whatever, streaming, whether it's deliveries, what they're purchasing,

how they're entertaining themselves in general, music, podcasts. So I think if they're able to

use technology to stitch all that data together, then that might be... Because they have so

much more information about us than any other company really does. That might be their next

big thing.

Marcus Johnson (10:32):
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Yeah, stitching things together seem to be a bit of a theme, but that does bring antitrust

attention, and they've got the FTC case so that... From last year. FTC, Federal Trade

Commission, suing Amazon for illegally maintaining monopoly power. So we'll see where that

goes. They also, in the EU, they blocked them from buying iRobot, the robovac people,

because they thought they were too big. So yeah, it does seem like that could be a next move

that we've seen that from other folks. We've seen that from Google and some of its other

counterparts in the tech space just be like, "Okay, we've got all these di�erent pieces. We're

going to stitch them together." Meta. So maybe that's Amazon's next move. We'll see.

Suzy Davidkhanian (11:08):

At the end of the day, though, if they do anything that disrupts their core business, I think

people will be very upset, including the government, and may not be as generous.

Marcus Johnson (11:17):

Mm-hmm. Yeah. All right, folks. Let's move now to the game of the week. Today's game, the

Super Duper Game. There's no cool way to say that.

Sarah Marzano (11:30):

Woo-hoo.

Marcus Johnson (11:31):

How does it work? That made it worse.

Sarah Marzano (11:34):

Sorry [inaudible 00:11:35].

Marcus Johnson (11:34):

That made it way [inaudible 00:11:37].

Suzy Davidkhanian (11:37):

I liked it actually.

Marcus Johnson (11:38):

It was sarcastic.
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Sarah Marzano (11:39):

You could hear me regretting [inaudible 00:11:41].

Suzy Davidkhanian (11:43):

Woo-hoo. Woo-hoo?

Marcus Johnson (11:43):

Yay. How does it work? Three rounds. Today, we have Fortune Teller, Slice of Pie, and Fill in the

Blank. The better the answers, the more points you get. Let's play.

(11:54):

Round one. We start with Suzy. The Fortune Teller. This is where we predict the future. All-AI

ad from Toys "R" Us debate over the future of marketing, writes Patrick Co�ee of the Journal,

saying the toy brand's new ads, Toys "R" Us, created almost entirely with OpenAI's Sora text-

to-video tool prompted heated reactions and predictions of more to come. He explains that

the minute-long video depicts Toys "R" Us' late founder, Charles Lazarus, as a child who

dreams of a toy store and Geo�rey the Gira�e, the store's brand mascot. He notes that the

range of responses from creative professionals went from brilliant to an abysmal insult, one

person said. But Suzy, fortune teller. What does the future of all-AI, as in an all-AI ad, look like?

Suzy Davidkhanian (12:46):

So I think... I thought you were going to ask about marketing, because I don't think producing

an ad is the same as marketing in general and that they're di�erent use cases. So when you

think about AI in something creative, I think there's a lot of interesting tension, especially for

this Toys "R" Us, around this idea to be quick and e�cient and, in addition, to using cutting-

edge technology, but be nostalgic and bring back people to an emotional state. And how can

something that's so innovative and cutting-edge technology have that sort of emotional lens

to it? And you saw in one of the articles that they were talking about how they produced it,

and it was really hard for them to get the facial expressions. And it was also, over and over

again, they tried, and the character doesn't quite look the same in every frame and they

decided to keep it like that.

(13:30):
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So I think for me, from a creative perspective, as long as companies stay authentic to what

they're trying to do and don't try and overcorrect, I think it should be fine. But it's a little bit

like retail. You need art and science mixed together.

Marcus Johnson (13:44):

Very good. Sarah.

Sarah Marzano (13:46):

I think this is the whole reason for my bad mood today, because of reading about this. It just

makes me so cynical, and I did not like watching the ad.

Marcus Johnson (13:54):

Knew it wasn't me.

Sarah Marzano (13:56):

But question, is what does the future of all-AI advertising look like? I hope it looks a lot better

than this ad did. This definitely struck a chord with viewers. For me, it reminded me of the

Apple debacle earlier, I think it was this year, where they came out with the ad of the iPad

ostensibly furnishing the power of creativity, but it just came across as this dystopian future in

which the technology takes out all these creative tools.

(14:21):

But there is so much money to be saved. I think that there is a future for all-AI advertising and

I think there is, for marketers, a lot of exciting potential when it comes to thinking through

whether or not you could really personalize an advertising campaign. Instead of casting a

wide net across a whole slew of demographics that you're looking to target and message,

could you tweak advertisements just a little bit to make sure they resonate with whichever

market you're speaking to? So I think there's a lot of potential here, whether or not I like it.

Marcus Johnson (14:53):

Carina.

Carina Perkins (14:54):

So I agree that the Toys "R" Us ad was a little bit horrifying. It was just a bit creepy, wasn't it?
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Sarah Marzano (14:54):

Mm-hmm.

Carina Perkins (15:02):

I don't know. It lacks a bit of a human touch and it's a bit depressing. But I think we have to

remember that this is a really early iteration, and this is as bad as it's going to be and it's only

going to get better. So I think there's no doubt that we're going to see more all-AI advertising.

(15:17):

I think in the short near term, we're going to see it used perhaps to generate concepts for

adverts. I could see that being really useful, quick concepts that they can then go on and make

with other means, perhaps, not just using AI. I think that could be really useful.

(15:33):

And I completely agree with Sarah that I think that personalization is a potentially really

strong use case here. So perhaps not making the entire ad with AI, but using AI to personalize

elements of it to di�erent markets, regions, segments. I think that would be really interesting. I

think in the long term, we probably will see more all-AI ads, but I think that the technology is

going to have to move on a little bit before it can replace more traditional.

Marcus Johnson (15:57):

Yeah, and it's not just Toys "R" Us. Others have faced criticism over releasing AI-generated

marketing materials in recent months. This was a note from our briefings writer, Daniel

Konstantinovic, pointing to LEGO and Under Armour as well. This one probably had the most

AI components in it. It was about 80, 90% AI, and then humans added the finishing touches,

did a bit of cleaning up.

(16:18):

One of the points that Danny made though, I thought was really interesting, which is brands

might decide just to not disclose its use of AI in ads, making the point that cost-saving

potential means brands aren't likely to stop using it. They might just not tell you they have

because there are very few rules about AI in the US at least. But we'll see. Let's move round

two.
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(16:38):

Slice of Pie is round two. We start with Sarah. In this round, folks, choose up to three reasons

why something is happening and attribute shares to each. We're talking about customer

experience, which is at an all-time low. This is a note from our retail analyst, Rachel Wol�.

That's according to Forrester's annual Customer Experience Index, she points out, indicating

this year's reading fell to 69.3 out of a hundred. That's down a point and a half from last year

and the third straight year of declines and the lowest point since 2016 when Forrester

introduced its current methodology. Also, twice as many brands saw their CX, their customer

experience, scores drop significantly year on year. The question is, for Sarah first, slice of pie,

what do you think is the biggest reason for customer experience hitting this all-time low?

Sarah Marzano (17:26):

I'm adding up to a hundred with up to three reasons, right? I forgot sign of percentages.

You're going to have to watch me do math [inaudible 00:17:33]. Marcus is making a face for

the listeners.

Marcus Johnson (17:34):

Just for folks listening, we go through the runner show before every episode. There's days and

days-

Sarah Marzano (17:40):

You just... You didn't-

Marcus Johnson (17:40):

They could ask me these questions before we hit record.

Sarah Marzano (17:42):

The way you posed it just now made me confused although I'm good. I'm fine. I'm going to go

forward. Okay, number one, number one-

Marcus Johnson (17:49):

[inaudible 00:17:49]. All right, who's up next? Carina.

Sarah Marzano (17:50):
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Nope. No, no, no, no, no, no. Number one, I think there is a lot of fatigue when it comes to

price increases and inflation. Customers are tired. There is a significant mental load when it

comes to managing their budgets.

(18:02):

There was a great analysis, I think it was from the Wall Street Journal a few months ago,

around to the impact of higher prices on grocery store shopping and loyalty. And it talked

about the number of grocery stores' customers are going to increasing because we're hunting

for better deals. But I think with that comes this exhaustion and fatigue that is going to make

every bit of friction sting that much more. So I'm going to put that as the number one reason.

I'm going to assign it 60%.

(18:27):

And then I think a slew of sta�ng solutions, and I think that's playing out across the board

both in online and physical settings. And I think it's whether retailers are proactively looking to

address sta�ng shortages or looking to cut costs and create e�ciencies. So everything from

AI chatbots that are ostensibly there to replace customer service and really frustrating

consumers, or self-checkout which famously was supposed to cut down the sta�ng needs,

but it's causing frustration among customers. And I'll put that at 30%.

(19:00):

And then I think there's also this rollback of features, like free shipping and returns, that

customers have gotten really used to and accustomed to and almost feel like we deserve. And

when those things get taken away, it is upsetting. 10%.

Marcus Johnson (19:12):

Okay, very nice. We got there.

Sarah Marzano (19:15):

So sorry.

Marcus Johnson (19:16):

It was rough, but we got there. Carina, show her how it's done.

Carina Perkins (19:20):
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Okay, so I'm going to go with a perceived lack of value as 50%. So as Sarah was saying,

there's been a lot of inflation. It's really driven up costs. People are frustrated with paying

higher prices when they're not getting a better product or a better service. So compared to

what they're paying before, they're paying more for things and they're not getting something

better. So that includes all the grocery shrinkflation, which is obviously an issue, but also just

having to pay more for something that's not better than it was previously. I think that's really

frustrating people. And value has become a real obsession, and I think a lot of people don't

think they're getting good value. So that would be 50%.

(19:58):

30%, I would say, is changing expectations. So everyone shopped online during the pandemic.

And now, they've gone back into stores. They want to shop in stores, but they're used to the

convenience of shopping online and they're getting really frustrated about going into shops

and finding that items aren't in stock or they've got to wait in long queues. And then similarly,

when they're shopping online, you've got the Amazon factor. So everyone now expects

instant free delivery, and not all retailers can do that and people are frustrated with having to

pay for returns and things like that.

(20:27):

Then 20%, I'm going to go with lack of a human touch. So this speaks to Sarah's point as well

about sta�ng. So I think retailers have gone pretty heavy on the of chatbots and the self-

service and automated checkout, and people really like dealing with humans when they're

shopping. I think the technology, while it's great, it still can't replace humans at the moment.

Marcus Johnson (20:50):

You ran horribly long, same as Sarah, but that was okay. Suzy.

Suzy Davidkhanian (20:55):

So it's interesting because I actually wouldn't put value or shrinkflation or any of these cost

items in a customer experience. I would put them in brand love or the way you feel intrinsically

about a brand, but I wouldn't maybe change my experience about... My customer shopping

experience. So I took the question in a slightly di�erent way. And I also think there are

di�erent friction points if it's online or in-store, so I did two.

(21:20):
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For online, I think 60% is around filtering and the search and that it's not intuitive. There is no

easy pay option. That should be a must. You cannot have me enter my information every time

especially when I'm signed in. 25%. And then this idea around out of stock when I'm at the

cart, ready to check out, and then it's like, "Whoops. Sorry, we don't have what you're looking

for in that size." I find very frustrating.

(21:45):

In the store, I would say the chaos of the store itself. The display, the merchandising, 50%.

That there aren't enough cash registers open even the self-service, 30%. I shouldn't be waiting

in line to give you my money. And 20%, it's that human touch that Carina just said, where there

isn't a sales associate to help you find what you're looking for or get you the size you need.

(22:06):

Because I think at the end of the day, it's really about just making the life easier the harder it is.

But I find interesting is that the article and my colleagues were talking about value as

diminishing a customer experience.

Carina Perkins (22:18):

I think it's a customer experience, though, at a grocery store if I was paying one pound for a

chocolate bar and then I went and it was one pound 20 for a chocolate bar that was smaller

than it was previously. As a customer experience, that would be quite poor.

Marcus Johnson (22:31):

Yeah.

Suzy Davidkhanian (22:32):

Yes.

Marcus Johnson (22:32):

It's an interesting interpretation from you guys because maybe they are trying to measure one

thing, but they're actually measuring something quite di�erent. Because I think customers,

yeah, they might be frustrated with the price going up, and they might see that as part of their

experience even though retailers might not incorporate that potentially.

Sarah Marzano (22:47):
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No, and I think that's a really good point. Customers are going to define it as their experience

regardless of-

Marcus Johnson (22:47):

Yeah.

Carina Perkins (22:52):

I don't think retailers would necessarily, but customers.

Sarah Marzano (22:52):

No.

Suzy Davidkhanian (22:55):

No. I'm pretty sure they wouldn't.

Marcus Johnson (22:55):

Yeah.

Carina Perkins (22:56):

Yeah. Another thing is I think it's just getting the basics right, isn't it? To Suzy's point, I think

sometimes everyone's very excited about jumping on the new shiny toy, like generative AI,

personal shopping assistants. But if you don't have the basics right, consumers aren't going to

have an enjoyable experience. And that, to be honest, is more important than the new shiny

toy.

Marcus Johnson (23:15):

However you look at this, it's not a good trend because from 2017 to 2021, the index was

going up. And then since then, the gains made have been wiped out, falling each of the last

three years. What's interesting, though, as well is that the companies that were ranked in the

top 5% in experience satisfaction, it's hard to know what they have in common. They're all

quite di�erent. So you have chewy.com, Edward Jones, Etsy, Lincoln, Navy Federal Credit

Union, Subaru, Tesla, USAA, and zappos.com. So interesting to look at those and see why are

they doing so well in terms of customer experience, however that's defined. A.

(23:52):
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Ll right, let's move to the final round. Good scores regardless, folks. Carina just out in front by

a point on six, and Suzy and Sarah have five each. Carina's going to kick us o� for the start of

round three, Fill in the Blank, where folks have to do that.

(24:06):

Walmart experiments with various AR, augmented reality, use cases to help folks discover and

share new items, writes our senior retail analyst, Zak Stambor. A VentureBeat piece notes that

Walmart already o�ers virtual try-on across beauty, hair, furniture, and more, and also be your

own model, where shoppers use their own photo to better visualize clothes on themselves.

But this summer, Walmart will launch Shop with Friends, letting shoppers put outfits together

on a model and get feedback from their friends and family. But fill in the blank, starting with

Carina. The most impactful augmented reality feature in retail is/will be blank.

Carina Perkins (24:43):

This may be a bit boring, but I'm just going to go with virtual try-on technology. I think that it

has the potential to overcome one of the biggest frustrations with shopping online, which is

returns or getting something that doesn't fit or that doesn't look good in your home. So I

think if they can really improve that virtual try-on technology, I think that's where the biggest

gains are going to be. So that when people are shopping for something online, they can be

comfortable that it's the right thing and they're not going to have to deal with things like

returns.

Marcus Johnson (25:08):

Mm-hmm. Suzy.

Suzy Davidkhanian (25:10):

Me too. I say the same one. And what I would add to it is if you can make it happen naturally

and it's embedded in the process... There are some eye shops where you can see you hit the

little button and you see the glasses on your face before you move on to the next thing. So I

think if they can do the virtual try-on in a very natural way that doesn't feel like it's causing any

extra work for me, it's going to be a game-changer like Carina says. People won't be buying

twosies and threes of things so that they return them. Harder in shoes, but I think in clothing

it'll be a big win.

Marcus Johnson (25:46):
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I'd like to see some numbers on how much people think virtual try-on replaces in-store try-on.

How close do they think it is? Because I think it's so far away from close. And maybe that will

get better, but...

Carina Perkins (25:57):

If you look at adoption rates, it's still pretty low actually. But I think that like Suzy said, it's

really about making it a natural part of the buying process. I think that that's what they haven't

quite done yet.

Marcus Johnson (25:57):

Good point.

Carina Perkins (26:09):

And making it realistic enough that it gives you a genuinely-

Suzy Davidkhanian (26:12):

Yes.

Carina Perkins (26:12):

... good... I think not all of it is that good yet. I think that's the only way to go.

Suzy Davidkhanian (26:18):

You have to feel comfortable putting your own measurements and picture in so that it is truly

your avatar so you see how it looks on you.

Marcus Johnson (26:25):

Mm-hmm. Yeah. Yeah, why does that not exist across sites? There's too many companies

know too much to not just have-

Suzy Davidkhanian (26:31):

Oh, this is a very big, very, very big conversation. It's like there isn't universal sizing. There are

so many reasons for that.

Marcus Johnson (26:39):
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But there is universal sizing in terms of I am this tall and my shoulders are this wide. And so if

you were able to share those measurements instantly with a retailer and they could be like,

"Okay, based on what you've told us, this." And I know it does that, but every time you have to

put those details in. It would be nice to have a little kind of a clothing profile where you could

be like, "Do you want to share these numbers, these measurements with the retailer?" And you

could say yes, and then you would get recommended sizes for that particular [inaudible

00:27:09].

Carina Perkins (27:09):

Or even better, if people didn't want to share their measurements with retailers, which I guess

might be something that some people don't want to do, if you could have it stored on your

device somehow and there was this on-device personalization, I think, is a really interesting

thing to explore. So.

Suzy Davidkhanian (27:26):

I mean, some of them already do it without it being AI. Bloomingdale's, if you purchase

enough things there and you're signed on and they know what you're returning, will make

suggestions. But a size eight in one brand is a size six in another brand. There's vanity sizing. Is

a size 10 in another brand. And so that's hard.

Marcus Johnson (27:27):

Yeah. True.

Sarah Marzano (27:45):

I also just think I am not super confident in the ability to do a virtual try-on and have it

replicate what it's like to put a piece of clothing on your body in real life. Our bodies are all

di�erent in so many ways. And I enjoy purchasing vintage denim and I know exactly what

measurements should fit me, but that doesn't necessarily mean even if a pair of jeans I find

online is those measurements that it's going to look good or suit my body type.

(28:12):

So my answer is the not virtual try-on, but things like being able to see what a chair would look

like in your actual living room, right, building the confidence to purchase a higher ticket item
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that is less nuanced than a piece of clothing. So my answer is di�erent than Carina and Suzy's,

so I have a chance of winning.

Marcus Johnson (28:30):

Same category, di�erent-

Suzy Davidkhanian (28:31):

For the record.

Sarah Marzano (28:31):

Nice.

Marcus Johnson (28:31):

Sorry, same [inaudible 00:28:32], di�erent category.

Carina Perkins (28:31):

No.

Sarah Marzano (28:31):

Nice.

Carina Perkins (28:33):

I'd like to clarify when I said virtual try-on, that encompassed clothing try-on but also furniture

in your room.

Suzy Davidkhanian (28:40):

Me too.

Sarah Marzano (28:40):

Didn't sound like it.

Suzy Davidkhanian (28:40):

Me too. And also cars and stu�. How do you look on the bike, motorcycle, or whatever? All of

it.
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Carina Perkins (28:46):

Wow. How do you look... Yeah, I love that. It's me in a BMW.

Sarah Marzano (28:47):

I really want to buy this motorcycle, but the one thing holding me back is what am I going to

look like [inaudible 00:28:56]?

Marcus Johnson (28:56):

[inaudible 00:28:56].

Suzy Davidkhanian (28:56):

I'm trying to win, girl.

Marcus Johnson (28:58):

It's not going well. Carina wins this week's game of the week.

Carina Perkins (28:58):

Yay.

Suzy Davidkhanian (28:58):

Whoo.

Sarah Marzano (29:01):

[inaudible 00:29:01]. What do I have to do?

Marcus Johnson (29:01):

Congratulations to her.

Suzy Davidkhanian (29:04):

You have to be on more often. It's a numbers game.

Marcus Johnson (29:04):

No, you just-
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Sarah Marzano (29:04):

I'm never coming back.

Marcus Johnson (29:09):

... have to give the best answers. That's why. Sarah, don't do that to me. Congratulations to

Carina. She wins the championship belt and the-

Suzy Davidkhanian (29:19):

Woo-hoo.

Marcus Johnson (29:19):

Okay. And the-

Carina Perkins (29:19):

Woo-hoo.

Marcus Johnson (29:21):

... last, the final word.

Sarah Marzano (29:21):

Woo hoo.

Carina Perkins (29:23):

Woo-hoo. That was it.

Sarah Marzano (29:26):

Sorry. Can you talk about plants?

Marcus Johnson (29:32):

No. Please don't. You get your final word, Carina.

Carina Perkins (29:36):

I've said it. That was it. Woo-hoo.
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Marcus Johnson (29:38):

Oh, that was the... Oh, okay.

Carina Perkins (29:40):

Yeah, that was my final word.

Marcus Johnson (29:41):

So much of a word.

Carina Perkins (29:42):

Should I do something... Well, it is a word, isn't it?

Marcus Johnson (29:44):

No, it's okay. We'll move on.

Carina Perkins (29:45):

Do you want multiple words?

Marcus Johnson (29:47):

No, not anymore. We've already lost half the listeners.

Suzy Davidkhanian (29:51):

[inaudible 00:29:51] you didn't have this conversation before.

Marcus Johnson (29:51):

Yeah, it's good. Thanks. Wonder why [inaudible 00:29:54]-

Carina Perkins (29:54):

I'm saving it all for my Dinner Party Data [inaudible 00:29:56].

Marcus Johnson (29:55):

All right, let's get to it then. It's, yeah, Dinner Party Data time. This is the part of the show

where we tell you about the most interesting thing we've learned this week. We start with

Carina, who's going to crush it apparently.
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Carina Perkins (30:22):

So the big news in the UK at the moment is that Keir Starmer's Labour Party is now in power

after a landslide victory, bringing an end to 14 years of Conservative rule. So Labour won a

majority of 412 seats versus Conservative's 121 seats, so that's quite a big majority. However

interestingly, Labour only had... So that's 63% of seats, but it only had 33.7% share of the

vote. And that's due to the UK's first-past-the-post system, which I won't explain to you

because it's really complicated.

(30:58):

Another big thing we've seen this election is a shift to smaller parties and independents. So in

2019, Labour and Conservatives had a combined share of 76%. But in this year's election, they

had a combined share of just 58% with the remaining 42% going to smaller parties and

independents. And voter turnout across the UK as a whole was only 60% in 2024. That's down

from 67.3% in 2019, and it's the lowest since 2001 when it was just 59.4%.

Marcus Johnson (31:33):

Wow. Is it that hard to explain first-past-the-post?

Carina Perkins (31:35):

Yeah.

Marcus Johnson (31:40):

It's just first past the... It's just the first person to get past the post of [inaudible 00:31:43]-

Carina Perkins (31:42):

Yeah, so we have di�erent... It's not done on voter share. You have di�erent-

Marcus Johnson (31:50):

Oh, I see what you mean. Constituencies. Yeah, [inaudible 00:31:51].

Carina Perkins (31:51):

... areas and you vote an MP... So the constituency and then the most amount of votes in the

constituency will get an MP. And then the most amount of MPs wins.
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Marcus Johnson (32:03):

Yeah, yeah, that's fair. All right. We just do it di�erently, America. All right? Labour's kind of like

the Democrats, but not exactly. But it'd be the closest comp. Conservative Party's not exactly

like the Republicans. They're further to the middle-

Suzy Davidkhanian (32:15):

Just fiscal. Yeah.

Marcus Johnson (32:15):

... on the slider. But yes.

Suzy Davidkhanian (32:17):

It's just fiscally conservative.

Carina Perkins (32:18):

Hmm, are they though? Hmm.

Marcus Johnson (32:19):

Interesting numbers though. Voter turnout down. I wonder why. Let's go Sarah not because

she was second, just because she's second now.

Sarah Marzano (32:30):

You just burst my bubble.

Marcus Johnson (32:31):

She's just second now.

Sarah Marzano (32:33):

I feel like Carina's data made me smarter, and I'm not going to do that for everybody.

Marcus Johnson (32:38):

Oh, good.

Sarah Marzano (32:39):
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And so the big news in the US is... Just kidding. There's a lot of way more important things

happening. But Dr. Pepper did surpass Pepsi as the second most popular soda brand. And I

pulled some-

Carina Perkins (32:39):

Love Dr. Pepper.

Sarah Marzano (32:55):

... Civic... All right, so I'm making... This is going to be useful for us, but CivicScience published

some data on the way Dr. Pepper enthusiasts di�er from Coca-Cola enthusiasts, so I brought

some of those stats. Folks who love Dr. Pepper are six points more likely to exercise several

times a month or more, at 71%. They're eight points more likely to trust cryptocurrency, at

31%. And they're more likely to report having felt lonely, at 39% versus 30% among Coca-

Cola enthusiasts.

Suzy Davidkhanian (33:31):

Is it just me or did you start with Pepsi?

Sarah Marzano (33:32):

They said because... Yes, sorry. So Dr. Pepper is now... Has surpassed Pepsi. It is now the

number two-

Suzy Davidkhanian (33:38):

Oh. Okay.

Sarah Marzano (33:38):

... most popular.

Carina Perkins (33:39):

Number two to Coca-Cola yeah.

Sarah Marzano (33:41):

Correct. Yeah.

Marcus Johnson (33:41):
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Suzy wasn't listening.

Suzy Davidkhanian (33:42):

I was listening. I just didn't know-

Marcus Johnson (33:42):

Shocker. Okay.

Sarah Marzano (33:42):

Busted.

Marcus Johnson (33:42):

Unbelievable.

Sarah Marzano (33:45):

She's still thinking about the past-the-post.

Marcus Johnson (33:48):

How does it work? Very good.

Suzy Davidkhanian (33:52):

I'm was Googling it, and gen AI gave me... I'm part of their pilot. I got a gen AI answer.

Marcus Johnson (33:56):

Suzy, you're up. Let's do it. 30 seconds.

Suzy Davidkhanian (33:59):

So I-

Marcus Johnson (33:59):

You had 30 seconds.

Suzy Davidkhanian (33:59):

... had a report-
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Marcus Johnson (33:59):

You now have 10 seconds.

Suzy Davidkhanian (34:00):

I had a report from Klaviyo and Recharge.

Marcus Johnson (34:02):

Times up. We move on.

Suzy Davidkhanian (34:04):

They did a global study about SMS, and it is really an important retail tool. Now, I don't know

if you guys get instant messages, like text messages from brands you love, but 7 out of 10 US

and global think that one message a week is a good amount, which I think seems like a lot if

you ask me. But if you send less-

Sarah Marzano (34:24):

Mm.

Marcus Johnson (34:24):

From all companies or one company?

Suzy Davidkhanian (34:25):

From the one brand.

Marcus Johnson (34:27):

That's too many.

Suzy Davidkhanian (34:27):

So if you-

Sarah Marzano (34:28):

But was that the lowest option?

Suzy Davidkhanian (34:29):
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And also, 7 out of 10. Have you guys ever made a purchase from a text message?

Carina Perkins (34:34):

Yes.

Suzy Davidkhanian (34:35):

Neither have I.

Marcus Johnson (34:36):

[inaudible 00:34:36].

Carina Perkins (34:36):

I have.

Suzy Davidkhanian (34:36):

Oh, you have?

Carina Perkins (34:36):

Yeah, I have. Yeah.

Suzy Davidkhanian (34:37):

Oh, you're part of the 7 out 10 have made a purchase after receiving-

Marcus Johnson (34:41):

7 out of 10? What did-

Suzy Davidkhanian (34:42):

Yeah. Both global and the US. So I looked at both numbers just to see where the US is-

Marcus Johnson (34:46):

Is that how you bought your home, Carina?

Carina Perkins (34:46):

Yes, it was.
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Marcus Johnson (34:49):

Text message.

Carina Perkins (34:50):

Text message.

Sarah Marzano (34:50):

Add to cart.

Carina Perkins (34:52):

No, it was a... There's a hair care brand called BondiBoost. And they're really good, but it's

really expensive. And I got a text message saying that there was 70% o�, so I clicked through

and I bought some.

Suzy Davidkhanian (35:04):

Well, it's interesting you say that because the number one reason Americans, it's not the same

globally, Americans sign up for SMS messaging from a brand is 63% because they want the

discount. And number two in America was being able to have what they call conversational

SMS, so being able to have a conversation with whoever you're texting with to ask questions.

The fact is, though, according to the study, that SMS helps boost conversion and helps make

that purchase happen much more quickly. So retailers should be thinking about it.

Carina Perkins (35:35):

Mm.

Marcus Johnson (35:35):

Very good. I got one for you real quick. What animal can fly backwards? Any guesses? It's not

dragon.

Sarah Marzano (35:42):

Bumblebee.

Suzy Davidkhanian (35:43):

Oh, squirrel.
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Carina Perkins (35:43):

Hummingbird.

Marcus Johnson (35:44):

No.

Sarah Marzano (35:45):

Penguin.

Marcus Johnson (35:46):

Wait, who said hummingbird?

Carina Perkins (35:47):

I did.

Marcus Johnson (35:48):

Bang. Yes. They beat their wings at up to 80 times per second, rotating them in a figure eight,

which allows them to go backwards and also hover. And their name comes from the humming

noise their wings make because they beat so fast.

(36:03):

They also... A few other facts about them. Their little legs can't walk or hop. They only use

them for perching and moving sideways whilst perched. They're incredibly lightweight. They

weigh less than a nickel, which is shocking because they're also the smallest migrating bird.

And the research suggests that hummingbirds can travel close to a marathon's distance in one

day. Hopefully, there's no wind at all considering how little they weigh. However, during

migration, they can fly across the Gulf of Mexico and cover up to 500 miles in one sitting,

which is insane.

Carina Perkins (36:45):

That is insane.

Marcus Johnson (36:46):
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They don't migrate in flocks, though, like other species. They typically travel alone. That's a

long way to go by yourself.

Carina Perkins (36:52):

Oh. Do they drink Dr. Pepper?

Sarah Marzano (36:53):

I was going to make that joke.

Marcus Johnson (36:54):

It's a lot of quiet time. Took it from me.

Sarah Marzano (36:58):

I got excited to make that joke. And while I was getting excited, Carina swooped in.

Marcus Johnson (37:04):

Sorry, it's a bad joke. Yeah, Carina... She dodged in front of a bullet for you, to be honest,

Sarah. It was a terrible joke. All right.

Carina Perkins (37:07):

That was another pizza box moment.

Sarah Marzano (37:10):

[inaudible 00:37:10].

Carina Perkins (37:09):

I didn't miss your joke, though, about the wind that fell a bit flat as well, Marcus.

Marcus Johnson (37:14):

What'd you mean? No, it was great.

Carina Perkins (37:16):

Mm.

Marcus Johnson (37:16):
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We'll throw a laugh in.

Suzy Davidkhanian (37:17):

I didn't even hear the joke.

Marcus Johnson (37:18):

We'll throw a laugh track in.

Suzy Davidkhanian (37:20):

[inaudible 00:37:20].

Sarah Marzano (37:20):

[inaudible 00:37:20].

Carina Perkins (37:19):

Suzy didn't even realize you were trying to make a joke.

Suzy Davidkhanian (37:22):

[inaudible 00:37:22].

Marcus Johnson (37:22):

Because she never listens. She just tunes out.

Suzy Davidkhanian (37:24):

Yes, of course I was listening.

Marcus Johnson (37:24):

Uh-huh.

Suzy Davidkhanian (37:26):

What was the joke? Say it again.

Marcus Johnson (37:27):

It wasn't a joke. It was just a-
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Suzy Davidkhanian (37:30):

The pun. What was the play on words?

Marcus Johnson (37:30):

... hysterical comment.

Suzy Davidkhanian (37:32):

Well, can you repeat it please?

Marcus Johnson (37:33):

No, you have to listen to the episode. All right. That's all we've got time for for today's

episode. Thanks so much to Victoria who edits the show, Stuart... Oh, I haven't thanked any

guests. I don't really feel like thanking you guys, to be honest.

Suzy Davidkhanian (37:44):

Hey.

Marcus Johnson (37:45):

Maybe I did that on purpose. Thank you to Sarah, I guess.

Sarah Marzano (37:48):

I'm never coming back. [inaudible 00:37:50].

Marcus Johnson (37:49):

Nothing back. Unbelievable. Thank you to Carina.

Carina Perkins (37:53):

Thanks, Marcus.

Marcus Johnson (37:54):

Thank you to Suzy.

Sarah Marzano (37:55):

She was being sarcastic.
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Marcus Johnson (37:57):

Of course.

Suzy Davidkhanian (37:57):

Thanks so much for having me.

Sarah Marzano (38:00):

[inaudible 00:38:00].

Suzy Davidkhanian (38:00):

I loved this episode.

Marcus Johnson (38:01):

Dial it back. Thank you to Victoria who edits the show, Stuart who runs the team, Sophie who

does our social media, Lance who does our video podcast, but this isn't one. He'll be here next

week, helping us out with that. Thanks to everyone for listening in.

(38:11):

I know it's the worst when folks ask you to leave a review, but it genuinely helps us keep this

podcast going. So if you have a few minutes, we would really appreciate it beyond measure.

We hope to see you on Monday for Behind the Numbers Daily, an eMarketer podcast. But if

you don't leave a review, we might not be here. Too much?

Carina Perkins (38:28):

Bit much.

Marcus Johnson (38:29):

Happy weekend.

Sarah Marzano (38:30):

Way too much.

Suzy Davidkhanian (38:30):

Just enough.
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